When there’s
no coverage,
there’s viuho.
The power of satellite connection in your hands.

viuhoGEO

A device that is as
innovative as it is easy
to use. It connects you
by satellite wherever you
are and, at the touch of
a button, it can activate
SOS alerts. The solution
to any lack of coverage,
so that you can feel
calm and accompanied
at all times.

viuho is the power of satellite
connection within your reach.
A revolutionary system that
enables you to always be
connected, in touch and safe,
wherever you are.

viuhoCONNECT

An intuitive mobile
app that enables you
to send messages,
enhancing your and
your contacts’ safety.
Set up your profile and
create your network of
trust and groups.

There is
nowhere in
the world that
viuho doesn’t
reach.

Be a
# viuher

Always in touch
Keeping in contact with people and
the things that matter to you is
easier than ever before with viuho.
No matter how far or remote you
are. Communicate, share and
keep in touch with your friends and
family whenever you want.
MESSAGES

With viuho’s two-way
communication technology
you can receive and send
text messages whenever you
want and, you guessed it, from
anywhere in the world.

GROUPS

Invite your contacts to download
the viuhoCONNECT app. They
will then be in communication
and, if any problem comes up,
they can work together in case
of an emergency.

SOS

Always safe
Keep one step ahead and
reduce risks and unforeseen
circumstances. With viuho, the
power of satellite connectivity
works to ensure your safety.
To deal with any possible
emergencies, we give you
access to a 24/7 alert
management system
whenever you need it.

SOS button

In case of
emergency, a lack
of coverage is your
worst enemy.
viuho is a satellite
ally that can save
your life at the
touch of a button.

Always connected, always safe.
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viuhoEYE

The system with which
viuho manages all alerts.
Wherever you are, it
locates you and puts you in
contact with operators who
accompany and assist you in
any possible emergency.

Be a
# viuher

This is how viuho works:
the only satellite connectivity
service that you can
always rely on.
Link your smartphone to

viuhoGEO via Bluetooth

As easy as that, you now
have the power of a satellite
communicator. Wherever you are,
with viuho, you are connected.

and get coverage for the
viuhoCONNECT app.

Now that you are connected, make the most of it:
SOS

Communication
by text messages

Precise
tracking

Weather
forecast

Medical
assistance

Emergency
management

With the
viuhoCONNECT
app, you can receive
and send messages
to whomever you
want from your own
smartphone.

Your position is
communicated
automatically
every 60 minutes.
Geolocation
enables you to be
located whenever
necessary.

COMING SOON

In the event of an
emergency, you will
be able to contact
a doctor. You can
access viuho
24 hours a day,
7 days a week.

In case of emergency,
press the SOS button
and viuho will take
care of everything.
A rescue team will
jump into action
immediately.

With the
viuhoCONNECT
app, you will have
access to the most
up-to-date weather
reports.

Enjoy all the tools included
in the viuho service.

viuho GEO
in detail

EASY, INTUITIVE USE
Equipped with wireless networks
through Bluetooth technology.
It requires no additional
installation and is very easy to
use. viuhoGEO only has two
buttons and three light signals.

SOS activation
light signal

SOS BUTTON
Are you in danger?
Press the button for 3 seconds
and the emergency team will
jump into action.

SOS
button

GLOBAL COVERAGE

On / Off
button

viuhoGEO travels with you and

has global coverage through the
Inmarsat satellite network.

ULTRA-TOUGH FINISH
You can take viuhoGEO to the
ends of the Earth. Designed for
outdoor, leisure and professional
activity, it is shock-resistant and
waterproof.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions 102 mm x 164 mm x 35 mm
Weight 363 g
Battery lithium-ion
Waterproof standard IEC 605229 IP67
Operating temperature -20˚C to 60˚C
Charging temperature 0˚C to 45˚C

Battery
recharge
warning

Satellite
connection

TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION
Thanks to two-way communication,
not only do you emit signals but you
receive them too.
ALL THE POWER
Long-life rechargeable battery.
ATTRACTIVE TOO
Pick the finish
you like most:
yellow or black.

Micro USB to
charge the device

viuho CONNECT

viuho eye

This application enables you
to communicate via satellite
whenever and wherever you
want. Your smartphone becomes
a smart communicator even
when you have no coverage.
Invite your contacts to download
viuhoCONNECT and make the
most of the connectivity that
viuho gives you.

The web platform that viuho
works with was created to
ensure your safety. It enables
you to identify your location,
get in touch with your contacts
and send your information to
the medical and rescue team.
Responsiveness and speed at
the crucial moment.

You can:
Have group chats
Chat with a doctor
in case of emergency
Share your location
And, coming soon,
get updated forecasts.

SERVICE FEATURES
Unlimited SOS alerts
90 messages/month*
Tracking every 60 minutes
Chat with a doctor for medical emergencies
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Insurance policy

This platform lets us keep
up-to-date with information
about sporting events,
regattas, fleets, etc.

Comprehensive service
With your subscription
to viuho, you have
access to a team of
professionals who are
always ready to help.

CONSUMER PRICES

TAXES not INCLUDED

ViuhoGEO device:

€575
Subscription fee:

€ 55

/ month

At least 3 months
per year

Always connected,
always safe.

International
viuhoEYE manages alerts
and emergencies with
a response and rescue
protocol that covers the
whole world.

Stand-by fee:

€10

/ month

For the months
you do not use it

Service reactivation: €95
* Up to 140 characters per message.
Aditional message: €0.25

